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We analyzed the COVID-19 infection rate among undergraduate stu-
dents at 9 colleges and Universities in the greater Boston area and
4 comparison schools elsewhere, from Fall 2020. We assessed
whether the cumulative rate of infection is dependent on the mode
of instruction (in-person, hybrid, or remote), on the number and den-
sity of dorm-resident undergraduates, and/or on COVID-19 testing ca-
dence. We limited our analysis to institutions that have implemented
at least weekly PCR testing of dormitory-resident undergraduates.
Our primary conclusions are that (i) the fraction of students that suc-
cumbed to a COVID-19 infection up through Nov 22, 2020 shows no
correlation with either the total number of students on campus, or
the fractional occupancy of dormitories, (ii) remote instruction vs.
hybrid instruction has no significant measurable impact on cumula-
tive infection rate, and (iii) there is evidence that testing 2 or 3 times
per week is correlated with lower infection rates than weekly testing.
These data are consistent with a hypothesis of students predomi-
nantly acquiring infection off-campus, with little community trans-
mission within dormitory housing. This implies good student com-
pliance with face mask and social distancing protocols.
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Many colleges and universities are making plans for Spring1

2021, and beyond. Faced with a rising number of2

COVID-19 infections nationwide, campus leaders are keen3

to understand how the mode of instruction and student res-4

idential policies impact the transmission of the virus within5

their undergraduate population. We have gathered publicly6

available data up through Nov 22, 2020 from nine institutions7

of higher education in the greater Boston area, and four from8

outside this region.9

The transmission of COVID-19 in congregate housing set-10

tings is a source of considerable concern. Moreover, prior to11

the start of the 2020-2021 academic year there was apprehen-12

sion (1) that large groups of students returning to the Boston13

area could trigger significant local COVID-19 outbreaks.14

The availability of significant RT-PCR (2) testing capacity15

in the Boston area allowed regional institutions of higher edu-16

cation to undertake high-cadence COVID-19 surveillance cam-17

paigns for their students. The Broad Institute implemented (3)18

sufficient testing capacity to serve over 100 institutions, with19

the ability to process up over 100,000 tests/day. In addition,20

Boston University (BU) and Northeastern University imple-21

mented (4, 5) the capacity to process 6,000 tests/day to meet22

the needs of their community. The testing performed by the23

higher education community comprises a significant fraction24

of all the COVID-19 testing undertaken in the Commonwealth25

of Massachusetts.26

To mitigate viral spread, high cadence PCR testing of 27

campus-residential students is accompanied by prompt isola- 28

tion of those individuals whose samples contain SARS-COV2 29

RNA. In addition, contact tracing identifies and quarantines 30

people who are deemed close contacts, who are at increased 31

risk of both infection and infecting others. Importantly, if 32

done rapidly enough (6–8) these contacts can be sequestered 33

before they enter the infectious period of the disease. This 34

strategy is most effective (9) if the close contacts are quaran- 35

tined in less time than the latency period (the time interval 36

between being infected and becoming infectious), which for 37

COVID-19 is thought to be a few days (10). These are among 38

the considerations that determine the testing cadence choices 39

made by institutions. 40

1. Data 41

Table 1 presents the information we compiled from institu- 42

tional web sites and press releases. We determined the total 43

number of undergraduate students (Ns) in campus housing, 44

the fractional occupancy (ρ) of dormitories, the cadence (T) of 45

COVID-19 surveillance tests for the students, the cumulative 46

number (Ni) of COVID-19 infections detected in the students 47

between mid-Aug and Nov 22, 2020. From these numbers we 48

computed f , the fraction of on-campus students who tested 49

positive for COVID-19 during the interval in question, ex- 50

pressed as infections per thousand students. The definition 51

of an infection is a positive PCR COVID-19 test result, as 52

reported by the institution. 53

We drew upon publicly available data for the period Aug 15 54

through Nov 22, 2020. Most institutions sent students home 55

at the start of the 2020 Thanksgiving weekend, so this spans 56

the time most undergraduates were in residence for Fall 2020. 57
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In order to factor out variability in the underlying local rate,58

we selected a variety of Boston-area institutions∗ as well as59

a few large and small institutions in other urban and rural60

areas. Since we are particularly interested in investigating the61

possible impact of testing cadence, we limited our selection to62

schools that have at least once per week PCR tests (unpooled)63

for their residential undergraduates.64

The numbers in Table 1 include some COVID-19 cases de-65

tected upon student arrival (that students brought to campus66

with them) and are therefore an upper bound on transmission67

on-campus.68

Table 1. Input Data. The columns list (1) number of undergradu-
ate students in residence, Ns, rounded to the nearest hundred (2)
dormitory fractional occupancy density ρ (3) COVID-19 test cadence
(tests/student/week), T, (4) instructional mode, (5) cumulative num-
ber of undergraduate COVID-19 infections Aug 15, 2020 through Nov
15, 2020, Ni, and (6) cumulative fraction of dorm-resident students
(per thousand) that tested positive over that interval, f .

Institution Ns ρ T Mode Ni f

Boston Area

Boston Coll. (11) 9400 1.00 1 Hybrid 275 30
Boston Univ. (12) 16800 0.25 2 Hybrid 354 21
Brandeis Univ. (13) 1900 0.50 2 Hybrid 32 17
Emerson Coll. (14) 3800 1.00 1 Hybrid 32 8
Harvard Coll.(15) 1500 0.25 3 Remote 26 17
Northeastern Univ. (16) 19900 1.00 2 Hybrid 274 14
Tufts Univ. (17) 6000 1.00 2 Hybrid 98 16
U. Mass Boston (18) 1000 1.00 1 Hybrid 26 25
Wellesley Univ.(19) 2400 1.00 2 Hybrid 7 3

Non-Boston

Columbia Univ. (20) 900 0.15 1 Remote 27 30
Cornell Univ. (21) 5100 0.73 2 Remote 175 34
Amherst Coll. (22) 1000 0.60 3 Hybrid 4 4
Williams Coll. (23) 1500 0.75 2 Hybrid 7 5

2. Analysis69

Our goal was to explore how the rate of infections acquired70

by campus-resident undergraduate students depended on (i)71

the number and density of students living on campus, (ii) the72

method of instruction for Fall 2020, and (iii) the frequency73

of COVID-19 surveillance testing. There are numerous other74

important and potentially confounding factors that we have75

not taken into account, such as ventilation, mask compliance,76

dining policy, symptom attestation, turnaround time, isola-77

tion/quarantine latencies, students per bedroom, sample col-78

lection methodology and effectiveness, and the social network79

structure of the interactions within the student population,80

e.g. whether students were grouped into “pods.”81

Small-number statistics can obscure trends; a single “su-82

perspreader” event can distort the picture. Nevertheless we83

think the exploration presented here is informative.84

We focused on Boston-area institutions to compensate for85

variations in the underlying rates of COVID-19 infection in the86

surrounding community. Aggregating statistics on a national87

scale could run the risk of the institution-policy-dependence88

∗We were unable to determine the number of positive results for residential students at MIT, so it’s
not included here.

being obscured by variations in the surrounding regional cir- 89

cumstances. 90

If all the acquired infections were statistically independent, 91

i.e. were the result of off-campus interactions in the commu- 92

nity, the fractional incidence in the student groups should 93

be independent of both total population size and dormitory 94

density. If, on the other hand, one were to see a strong depen- 95

dence on dormitory density, that might support a hypothesis 96

of transmission due to congregate housing and proximity. 97

The interval in question spans 100 days. An estimate 98

of the COVID-19 prevalence in the Boston-area residential 99

undergraduates, expressed as new cases per day per 100,000 100

people, is then our normalized f , the cumulative number of 101

infections per thousand students over the 100 day period. The 102

mean of f for the Boston area schools is < f >= 16± 3 new 103

cases per 100,000 person-days. The uncertainty was computed 104

by taking the standard deviation of the Boston-area f values 105

and dividing by
√
DOF =

√
8, where DOF is remaining 106

degrees of freedom, This is consistent with the mean case rate 107

of 10.8 per 100,000 reported (24) for Middlesex County, MA 108

over the same period. The local colleges contribute a very small 109

fraction of the countywide case totals, and don’t distort that 110

statistic. Since the on-campus testing campaigns would detect 111

asymptomatic cases, who are presumably under-represented 112

in the regional case rate estimates, one might expect the case 113

rate determined from campus surveillance to exceed the local 114

regional rate, due to higher completeness. Making a correction 115

for selection effects in the regional case rate requires better 116

data than is currently available. 117

A. Dependence on Total Student Population and Dormitory 118

Occupancy Density. Figure 1 shows the fraction f of dorm- 119

resident students who tested positive over the study interval vs. 120

total number of students in residence on each campus. Figure 121

2 shows how f depends on dormitory occupancy density. 122
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Fig. 1. Cumulative infected student fraction f vs. total students in residence. The
vertical axis shows the total reported infections per thousand students. The horizontal
axis is the total student dorm-residential population. Boston area schools are shown
as circles, and comparison schools from other areas as triangles.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative infected fraction f vs. dormitory density ρ. The vertical axis
shows the total reported infection per thousand students. The horizontal axis is
the dormitory residential density. Boston area schools are shown as circles, and
comparison schools from other areas ass triangles.

There is no apparent correlation of f with either the number123

of students in residence or the fractional occupancy density of124

dormitories. The correlation values of r2 are shown in Table 2.125

The scatter in the data appears to be driven by factors other126

than total students on campus and the density of dormitory127

occupancy.128

Table 2. Correlation of cumulative infection fraction f vs. number
of students in residence, and against dormitory occupancy density.
These are the relationships plotted in Figure 1 and 2. There is no ap-
parent correlation, for either the Boston-area subset or the full sam-
ple. The columns show the subsample used, the values of the corre-
lation coefficient r2, and the number of degrees of freedom DOF for
each comparison.

Correlation r2 DOF

Boston area, total students 0.03 7
Boston area, dorm fraction occ. 0.03 7
Full sample, total students 0.02 11
Full sample, dorm fraction occ. 0.06 11

B. Dependence on Mode of Instruction. We explored the ex-129

tent to which mode of instruction is correlated with infection130

rates. “Remote” means no in-person interactions, with all131

classes conducted online. “Hybrid” instruction includes some132

element of in-person classroom interaction. Figure 3 shows133

the dependence of f vs. mode of instruction.134

A two-sample t test (MATLAB ttest2, allowing for unequal135

variances) against mode of instruction returns a 5.3% likelihood136

of the two means being the same, i.e. there is at best weak137

evidence of an infection rate difference that is correlated with138

the mode of instruction. This test was carried out on the full139

sample. Since the sense of the correlation indicates Remote140

instruction correlates with higher infection, there is no evidence141

that Hybrid instruction leads to increased COVID-19 cases.142
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Fig. 3. Box plot of cumulative normalized infection f as a function of style of instruction.
Remote-only is shown on the right, with mixed or hybrid instruction on the left. None of
the institutions studied had in-person-only instruction. The red bars show the median
values, the blue boxes span the 25th to 75th percentiles, and the grey bars span the
full range of the respective distributions. A t-test indicates no statistically significant
difference between the means as a function of mode of instruction.

C. Dependence on Testing Cadence. Figure 4 shows the de- 143

pendence of cumulative infection fraction f vs. viral test 144

cadence. 145

Since only two of the schools in our sample carried out 146

testing three times per week, we binned the cadences into 147

once per week, and more than once per week. A two-sample t 148

test against this cadence parameter returns a p-value of 1.7%, 149

which does imply a correlation where schools that tested 2 or 150

3 times per week had fewer infections per capita than schools 151

that conducted weekly tests. This comparison was carried out 152

on the full sample. 153

3. Conclusions 154

While the statistical power of this analysis is limited, the 155

results are consistent with the hypothesis that most student 156

infections were acquired outside of the dorm-residential setting, 157

with minimal community transmission within congregate on- 158

campus student housing. This is consistent with anecdotal 159

contact tracing reporting on our campus. 160

While there could have been a strong correlation of infection 161

rate with the housing variables we considered, this turned out 162

to not be so. The number of serologically-confirmed COVID-19 163

infections that manifest in the students that were sequestered 164

into quarantine due to close contacts will help determine the 165

extent to which “test+isolate+quarantine” (TIQ) strategies 166

suppressed subsequent transmission. That analysis must also 167

take into account the false-positive rate from PCR testing; the 168

frequency of this is presently unclear. 169

Great effort should be made to minimize the latencies in the 170

TIQ timeline. This timeline starts when the students collects 171

the sample, and ends when infected students are in isolation 172

and their close contact have been placed in quarantine. Our 173

experience indicates that estimates of these latencies in earlier 174

modeling may have been over-optimistic. 175

We see a correlation between testing more frequently than 176
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Fig. 4. Box plot of cumulative relative infection f as a function of PCR test cadence.
There is evidence (p-value of 1.7%) that a campus testing frequency of more than
once per week is correlated with lower f . There were only two institutions in our
sample that carried out testing three times per week, so the horizontal bars of the
blue box on the right correspond to those values, and the red bar is their mean.

once per week and lower COVID-19 rates in campus-resident177

undergraduates. This result is consistent with earlier modeling178

(e.g. (25)). This correlation is insufficient to conclude that the179

higher testing cadence alone directly suppressed COVID-19180

transmission. Schools that did testing more often may also181

have implemented more restrictive social policies, and made182

e.g. ventilation upgrades that led to lower rates of infection.183

The Boston area institutions of higher education that im-184

plemented at least weekly viral testing appear to have avoided185

both (i) an incidence of COVID-19 infections that substan-186

tially exceeded that of the surrounding community, and (ii)187

any sustained uncontrolled outbreak in on-campus congregate188

housing.189

The relationship between institutional policies and out-190

comes warrants further study. Future analyses will benefit191

from ready access to the relevant data. We advocate an effort192

to provide open access to standardize data structures that193

would include:194

• student housing: number of students, housing density,195

numbers per bedroom, numbers per bathroom, etc.196

• face mask policies, and compliance estimates,197

• daily testing record and associated attributes (numbers198

tested from on-campus and off-campus residential popu-199

lations, undergraduate, graduate, postdocs, faculty, staff,200

and professional student status, etc.),201

• daily log of residential and non-residential students in202

isolation and quarantine, and203

• mode of instruction: distributions of number of students204

engaged in in-person, hybrid, and fully remote learning.205

• metrics that capture the social limitations put in place206

by the institution, and compliance indicators.207

• residential ventilation characteristics, such as cubic feet 208

per minute of HEPA-quality filtered air exchange. 209

It is presently unclear how rapidly campus-resident pop- 210

ulations will be vaccinated against COVID-19. An ongoing 211

assessment of infection rates as a function of institutional 212

policy will help inform evidence-based decisions and the agile 213

implementation of best practices. 214
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